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12 November 2021

Dear Committee Members

Audit planning report update
Year ended 31 March 2021

This report provides the Audit and Resources Committee with an update to our risk identification for the 2020/21 audit, and specifically sets out
our assessment of risks of significant weaknesses in the Council’s value for money (VFM) arrangements identified in the current year.

In our outline audit planning report presented at the 9 March 2021 Audit and Resources Committee meeting, we provided you with an overview
of our audit scope and approach for the audit of the financial statements and VFM. At that time we had not fully completed our detailed VFM
planning. We are therefore providing this planning update to set out both our audit responsibilities in respect of the Council’s arrangements to
secure VFM and communicate our assessment of risks of significant weaknesses in those arrangements having now completed our detailed
planning work.

We also confirm that there have been no changes in our assessment of significant risk, frauds risks, and other areas of audit focus considered in
our audit of the financial statements to those communicated to you in our outline planning report.

If you have any queries in respect of this report, please contact me.

Yours faithfully

Janet Dawson
For and on behalf of Ernst & Young LLP
Enc

Audit and Resources Committee
Eastleigh Borough Council
Eastleigh House,
Upper Market Street,
Eastleigh,
SO50 9YN.
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Value for money

The Council’s responsibilities for value for money

The Council is required to maintain an effective system of internal control that supports the achievement of its policies, aims and objectives while
safeguarding and securing value for money from the public funds and other resources at its disposal.

As part of the material published with its financial statements, the Council is required to bring together commentary on its governance framework and
how this has operated during the period in a governance statement. In preparing its governance statement, the Council tailors the content to reflect its
own individual circumstances, consistent with the requirements of the relevant accounting and reporting framework and having regard to any guidance
issued in support of that framework. This includes a requirement to provide commentary on the Council’s arrangements for securing value for money
from it’s use of resources.

Arrangements for
Securing value for

money

Financial
Sustainability

Improving
Economy,

Efficiency &
effectiveness

Governance

Auditor responsibilities under the new Code

Under the 2020 Code we are still required to consider whether the Council has put in place ‘proper
arrangements’ to secure economy, efficiency and effectiveness on its use of resources. However,
there are no longer overall evaluation criteria on which we need to conclude. Instead the 2020 Code
requires the auditor to design their work to provide them with sufficient assurance to enable them to
report to the Council a commentary against specified reporting criteria (see below) on the
arrangements the Council has in place to secure value for money through economic, efficient and
effective use of its resources for the relevant period.

The specified reporting criteria are:

• Financial sustainability
How the Council plans and manages its resources to ensure it can continue to deliver its services;

• Governance
How the Council ensures that it makes informed decisions and properly manages its risks; and

• Improving economy, efficiency and effectiveness:
How the Council uses information about its costs and performance to improve the way it manages
and delivers its services.
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Value for money

Planning and identifying VFM risks

The NAO’s guidance notes require us to carry out a risk assessment which gathers sufficient evidence to enable us to document our evaluation of the
Council’s arrangements, in order to enable us to draft a commentary under the three reporting criteria. This includes identifying and reporting on any
significant weaknesses in those arrangements and making appropriate recommendations. This is a change to 2015 Code guidance notes where the NAO
required auditors as part of planning, to consider the risk of reaching an incorrect conclusion in relation to the overall criterion.

In considering the Council’s arrangements, we are required to consider:
• The Council’s governance statement
• Evidence that the Council’s arrangements were in place during the reporting period;
• Evidence obtained from our work on the accounts;
• The work of inspectorates (such as OfSTED) and other bodies and
• Any other evidence source that we regard as necessary to facilitate the performance of our statutory duties.
We then consider whether there is evidence to suggest that there are significant weaknesses in arrangements. The NAO’s guidance is clear that the
assessment of what constitutes a significant weakness and the amount of additional audit work required to adequately respond to the risk of a significant
weakness in arrangements is a matter of professional judgement. However, the NAO states that a weakness may be said to be significant if it:
• Exposes – or could reasonably be expected to expose – the Council to significant financial loss or risk;
• Leads to – or could reasonably be expected to lead to – significant impact on the quality or effectiveness of service or on the Council’s reputation;
• Leads to – or could reasonably be expected to lead to – unlawful actions; or
• Identifies a failure to take action to address a previously identified significant weakness, such as failure to implement or achieve planned progress on

action/improvement plans.
We should also be informed by a consideration of:
• The magnitude of the issue in relation to the size of the Council;
• Financial consequences in comparison to, for example, levels of income or expenditure, levels of reserves, or impact on budgets or cashflow forecasts;
• The impact of the weakness on the Council’s reported performance;
• Whether the issue has been identified by the Council’s own internal arrangements and what corrective action has been taken or planned;
• Whether any legal judgements have been made including judicial review;
• Whether there has been any intervention by a regulator or Secretary of State;
• Whether the weakness could be considered significant when assessed against the nature, visibility or sensitivity of the issue;
• The impact on delivery of services to local taxpayers; and
• The length of time the Council has had to respond to the issue.
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Value for money

Responding to identified risks

Where our planning work has identified a risk of significant weakness, the NAO’s guidance requires us to consider what additional evidence is needed to
determine whether there is a significant weakness in arrangements and undertake additional procedures as necessary, including where appropriate,
challenge of management’s assumptions. We are required to report our planned procedures to the audit committee.

Reporting on VFM

In addition to the commentary on arrangements, where we are not satisfied that the Council has made proper arrangements for securing economy,
efficiency and effectiveness in its use of resources the 2020 Code has the same requirement as the 2015 Code in that we should refer to this by
exception in the audit report on the financial statements.

However, a new requirement under the 2020 Code is for us to include the commentary on arrangements in a new Auditor’s Annual Report. The 2020
Code states that the commentary should be clear, readily understandable and highlight any issues we wish to draw to the Council’s attention or the wider
public. This should include details of any recommendations arising from the audit and follow-up of recommendations issued previously, along with our
view as to whether they have been implemented satisfactorily.

Risk assessment for 2020/21

We have now completed our detailed 2020/21 VFM planning. We have identified two risks of significant weaknesses in the Council’s VFM arrangements
as set out below.

Significant Risk 1 - Risk of significant weaknesses in the Council’s arrangements to ensure that all significant risks and financial pressures are built
into its Medium Term Financial Plan

Issue and Risk

In recent years the Council has pursued a strategy of both investing in commercial property and residential property development to generate income.
This investment has been financed through external borrowing, both long-term from the Public Works Loan Board and short-term from other local
authorities.  As a result the Council held in excess of £500 million of borrowing at the end of 2020/21, of which approximately £150 million is short-term
and will therefore require refinancing in the near future.

To date this policy of commercialisation has been successful in generating revenue streams which have reduced the need for the Council to rely on local
taxation to maintain its current and planned level of service provision. However, the level of commercial activity entered into and related borrowing
introduces a greater level of risk and complexity to the Council’s financial planning arrangements. Although some of the Council’s commercial activity
and related income streams have not been adversely impacted by the Covid-19 pandemic, for example residential property development, there has been
an adverse impact in other areas, for example retail, leisure, and hotel property investments and linked income streams such as car parking.
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Value for money

Risk assessment for 2020/21 (continued)

Covid-19 also raises further uncertainty around the Council’s continued ability to borrow, particularly where short-term borrowing needs to be re-
financed, and at what cost.  The Council’s ability to maintain the level of service provision assumed by the Medium-Term Financial Plan (MTFP) is
therefore dependent on the extent and duration of current income losses caused by Covid-19, the Council’s ability to refinance debt, the cost of
replacement borrowing and the Council’s ability to borrow further should there be a need to do so.  Considering all of the above, the Council flagged a
material uncertainty in the going concern basis of preparation disclosure in both its 2019/20 and 2020/21 financial statements around its ability to
continue providing the current level of services without an increase in planned income. We flagged this disclosure in 2019/20 through the inclusion of a
material uncertainty paragraph in our audit report.

The continuing adverse impacts of Covid-19 in 2020/21, reduced Covid-19 grant funding in 2021/22 and forecasts of increases in interest rates in
2022/23 mean that we consider there is a risk of significant weaknesses in the Council’s arrangements to ensure that all significant risks and financial
pressures are built into the MTFP. We consider the risk to be relevant to the Council’s arrangements for financial sustainability, that is
how the Council plans and manages its resources to ensure it can continue to deliver its services. We also consider work undertaken in this area to be
relevant to our review of management’s going concern assessment.

Audit Response

We will consider the Council arrangements to ensure that all relevant financial risks are properly considered in its medium-term financial planning to allow
for financial sustainability and the planned level of service provision. Specifically we will:

• Review the key assumptions underpinning MTFP projections for reasonableness,

• Consider the link between the Council’s cash flow forecasting and treasury management processes and the MTFP to ensure that the cost of anticipated
borrowing is adequately reflected in medium-term financial projections.

• Consider how the Council plans to manage the impact of increases in interest rates, which are widely considered as likely in 2022/23.

• Consider the current level of income losses brought about by Covid-19 and the plans and mitigating actions of the Council to address any continuing or
further shortfalls in historic levels income from its commercial activity and related income streams.

• Follow-up our recommendation relevant to this area raised as part of our 2019/20 Audit Results Report and report back on progress made.
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Value for money

Risk assessment for 2020/21

Significant risk 2 - risk of significant weaknesses in the Council’s arrangements to ensure that decisions are taken based on comprehensive and
accurate supporting information that is based on reasonable assumptions, and that decisions are taken in an appropriately transparent way

Issue and risk

During 2020/21 the Council made a significant decision to self-deliver the construction of houses within the One Horton Heath (OHH) development which
previously only extended to the development of serviced land plots. Reports were taken to both Cabinet and the Audit and Resources Committee in
February 2021 on the decision to approve the first stage of this scheme, known as the First Delivery Parcel (FDP). OHH is the flagship scheme within the
Council’s Housing Programme and the Council is the landowner of 320 acres. The project is now expected to deliver up to 2,500 new homes in total and
is therefore a very significant commitment with both delivery and financing risks. The Council expects 393 properties to be constructed as part of the
FDP split as follows:

• 157 properties developed for open market sale.

• 188 properties to be retained by the Council with the intention of the creation of a Housing Revenue Account in the future.

• 48 properties to be sold as affordable housing under the ‘First Homes’ scheme.

In order to finance the FDP the Council expects to enter into an additional £53m of external borrowing.

We therefore consider the proposal to be a significant risk and commitment for the Council. It is important for the Cabinet to be able to take decisions on
the development, and the Audit and Resources Committee to scrutinise those decisions properly, that the information provided to members is
comprehensive, accurate and based on reasonable assumptions. We also note that papers on the decision were treated as commercially sensitive and are
therefore not available to the general public on the Council’s website. We consider the risk to be relevant to the Council’s arrangements for governance,
that is how the Council ensures that it makes informed decisions and properly manages its risks.

Audit response

We will:

• Review and challenge the financial modelling that underpinned the financial projections in the reports taken to Cabinet and the Audit and Resources
Committee. In particular we will assess whether the reporting was an accurate reflection of the modelling undertaken and that the modelling was
based on reasonable assumptions and other supporting evidence.

• Consider the Council’s reporting arrangements for decisions of this significance to gain assurance that decisions are taken in an open and transparent
way.
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